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Safe driving school opens at 
Suzuka Circuit
To complement enhanced automobile 
performance, Honda takes the lead in 
helping drivers develop their skills.

Honda distributes white uniforms to 
associates
“If dirt stands out, then, to avoid getting dirty, 
associates will have to make sure the machines 
are kept clean,” says founder Soichiro Honda, 
expressing a thought that becomes a symbol of 
the Honda philosophy.

Honda establishes Driving 
Safety Promotion Center
In an era of increasing motorization, 
Honda understands the importance 
of driver safety education and estab-
lishes an organization dedicated to 
its promotion.

Honda introduces Japan’s first three-point seat belts
The S600 sports car becomes the first automobile to feature the technology. Helping 
to protect vehicle occupants serves as the cornerstone of Honda’s approach to safety.

Honda pursues 120% product quality
The slogan “120% Quality”—a favorite of the 
founder—first appears in the Honda Monthly.

Quality and Safety
Aiming for 120% product quality, Honda believes working to establish safety for vehicle oc-
cupants, pedestrians and everyone in our mobility society is the most important responsibility 
of a mobility product manufacturer.
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Honda introduces Japan’s first automobile 
ABS
The Honda-developed Anti-lock Braking System is the 
first to be implemented on an automobile in Japan.

Honda introduces Japan’s first 
automobile airbag system
Featuring 99.9999% reliability, the Honda-
developed airbag system is Japan’s first.

Honda develops world’s first motorcycle 
airbag system
The system helps reduce the velocity at which a rider 
may be thrown from a motorcycle in a frontal collision.

Honda introduces traffic safety program 
for elementary school children
The Honda program helps children understand the 
essentials of traffic safety.

A history of pursuing the highest levels of quality and safety

“Since our customers are the most important thing in the 
world to us, we must aim literally for 100% customer satisfac-
tion. To gain our customers’ trust we must overcome any dif-
ficulty to offer 120% product quality.” More than half a century 
has passed since Soichiro Honda spoke these words, but his 
message is still very much a part of the Honda DNA. Since prod-
ucts offering a new level of outstanding quality are Honda’s 
identity, Honda works continuously to enhance quality at every 
stage: development, manufacturing, sales and service.

Believing there can be no mobility without safety, Honda al-
ways makes safety a top priority in the development of products 
and technologies. In 1964, Honda became the first automaker 
in Japan to introduce three-point seat belts and, in 1987, be-
came the first to introduce a driver-side SRS airbag system. 

Honda introduced the Collision Mitigation Brake System in 
2003 and the Intelligent Night Vision System in 2004—both 
world’s firsts.

With a view to enhancing safety for vehicle occupants and 
pedestrians, in 1998, Honda developed the world’s first pedes-
trian dummy to replicate the collision kinematics of the human 
body and, in 2000, completed the indoor omni-directional Real 
World Crash Test Facility. Using advanced facilities and equip-
ment to replicate real-world conditions, Honda has created a 
robust system for developing safety technologies.

In addition, Honda engages in educational initiatives that en-
hance people’s knowledge of traffic safety. Approaching safety 
from both technological and educational perspectives, Honda 
will continue to strive for “Safety for Everyone” going forward.

1980 1990 2000

1982 1995

2005

1987
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Safety for Everyone

When considering automobile safety, we often fo-
cus on the safety of the driver and vehicle occupants. 
Yet the safety of pedestrians and occupants of other 
vehicles must also be taken into account. Honda is 
working to enhance Safety for Everyone in our mobil-
ity society.

To realize this vision, Honda develops a wide range 
of safety technologies based on extensive experimen-
tation under real-world conditions, such as those 
replicated in the company’s indoor omni-directional 
car-to-car crash test facility and with the Honda-
developed pedestrian dummy. Leveraging advanced 
facilities and equipment, Honda seeks to understand 
not only how Honda vehicles perform during acci-
dents, but also how other automakers’ vehicles, driv-
ers and vehicle occupants, bicycle riders and pedestri-
ans are affected in a wide range of scenarios.

In FY2009, focusing especially on safety in car-to-
car and car-to-pedestrian situations, Honda made 
several advances in safety technology development. 
Advanced, real-world experimentation continues to 
produce tangible results.

Helping protect vehicle occupants and pedestrians
With a view to enhancing the safety of everyone in our mobility society, Honda approaches safety from both technological and educational 
perspectives, developing product safety systems and functions as well as teaching safe driving and riding methods to help prevent accidents 
from occurring. Recognizing that there can be no mobility without safety, Honda considers enhancing safety its foremost corporate responsibility.

Feature

Honda develops safety technologies based on experimentation under 
real-world conditions

Koichi Kamiji
Senior Chief Engineer
Automobile R&D Center

World’s first indoor omni-directional car-to-car crash test facility
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1SRS:  Supplemental Restraint System. Airbags are designed to protect oc-
cupants in conjunction with seat belts.

 A history of Japan’s first and world’s 
first safety technologies

In 1987, Honda became the first company to intro-
duce a driver-side SRS airbag system in an automobile 
manufactured in Japan—the Honda Legend. Honda 
had taken 16 years to develop this system, in order to 
realize a 99.9999% rate of proper deployment.

Honda has developed airbag systems to offer a 
combination of superior occupant protection and re-
duced occupant impact. In 1990, Honda introduced a 
passenger-side airbag with an original top-mounted 
configuration; during deployment, the system inflated 
upward along the windshield, then outward to reduce 
impact. In 1998, Honda introduced the world’s first 
airbag inflator with a two-stage deployment system, 
which further helped reduce occupant impact. Also 
in 1998, Honda introduced the world’s first side air-
bag system with an occupant position detection sen-
sor; the system is designed to cancel deployment if it 
senses the likelihood of excessive occupant impact. In 
2002, Honda developed a rapidly deploying side cur-
tain airbag using a low-temperature gas for inflation.

Revolutionary i-SRS airbag system

In 2008, Honda announced the development of the 
world’s first i-SRS1 airbag system. The revolutionary 
system features a new seam structure and gas vent-
ing control system to help enhance occupant protec-
tion while helping to reduce the airbag’s impact on 
the head area.

Using a special valve to control the pressure within 
the bag, the new gas venting control system is de-
signed to work with the new spiral seam structure 
to reduce the degree of initial airbag protrusion into 

occupant space. These two technologies are designed 
to maintain a constant airbag pressure so as to con-
tinuously stage inflation and extend the period of oc-
cupant protection. Accommodating a broad range of 
occupant positions and potential collision situations, 
the world’s first i-SRS airbag system is designed not 
only to reduce occupant impact but also to quickly 
form a protective surface to maintain occupant pro-
tection for a longer period of time.

Honda first implemented the i-SRS airbag system 
on the Honda Life for the Japan market in November 
2008.

i-SRS airbag system with continuously-staged inflation
Featuring a new seam structure and venting control system, the world’s first airbag with continu-
ously staged inflation combines enhanced occupant protection with reduced occupant impact.

Sewing a prototype airbag

The revolutionary idea of using 
seams in airbags led to enhanced 
occupant protection and reduced 
occupant impact.

Seams expand from the inside out for continuously staged inflation

Comparison of occupant protection
For a driver close to steering wheel, 
system deploys quickly for optimized 
performance

For a driver further from steering wheel, 
system maintains longer period of inflation 
for optimized performance
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Internal pressure required 
for occupant protection

System with continuously-staged inflation
Conventional system

Approximately 
double2

Longer performance period accommodates 
broader range of occupant positions and 
collision situations 2  When installed in Civic class vehicles (Honda 

calculations)

Deployment of conventional airbag system

Deployment of i-SRS airbag system with continuously staged inflation

Protective surface formed Airbag depressurized

Gas release initiated, airbag depressurized

Occupant protection

0.010 seconds 0.015 seconds 0.020 seconds 0.030 seconds 0.040 seconds 0.060 seconds

Protective surface formed Occupant protection
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A Honda original

Taking the lead and creating what is needed to get 
the job done right is a big part of the Honda culture. 
One example of this innovative spirit is the develop-
ment of the pedestrian dummy.

Understanding from an early date that approxi-
mately one third of persons killed in traffic accidents 
are pedestrians, Honda has worked to develop tech-
nologies that help reduce pedestrian injuries in the 
event of an accident. Beginning research in 1988, 
Honda introduced the world’s first pedestrian dummy 
to replicate the collision kinematics of the human 
body in 1998, allowing researchers to study the 
mechanism of pedestrian injuries and develop tech-
nologies to mitigate them.

 Aiming for the most realistic human 
kinematics possible

Since head injuries are the most important factor 
in pedestrian traffic fatalities, Honda sought first to 
develop technologies that could mitigate this type 
of injury. In the year 1988, however, no dummy ex-
isted to replicate pedestrian accidents. In the course 
of its research, Honda came to understand the im-
portance of realistically replicating the kinematics of 
the human body and, after ten years, introduced the  
POLAR I—the world’s first pedestrian dummy. For 
the first time, researchers could accurately recreate 
head area kinematics in a car-to-pedestrian accident.

Leg area kinematics are another important factor in 
serious accidents. In 2000, Honda developed second-

generation pedestrian dummy POLAR II to replicate 
leg impacts. In addition to more accurate head and 
leg area replication, Honda enhanced the chest area 
to replicate organ injuries and increased the number 
of sensors throughout the dummy to gather data from 
more points and with greater precision.

Next, Honda focused on analyzing collisions be-
tween pedestrians and SUVs and minivans, noting 
that such accidents commonly result in lower back 
and upper leg injuries. In 2008, with a view to miti-
gating these injuries, Honda developed third-gen-
eration pedestrian dummy POLAR III, using flexible 
plastics to replicate the kinematics of the lower back 
and upper legs more faithfully and recreate serious 
injuries in these areas.

Continuing to advance pedestrian dummy technol-
ogy, Honda lends POLAR dummies to other automak-
ers and research institutions to contribute to pedes-
trian safety enhancement around the world.

Third-generation pedestrian dummy POLAR III
The industry’s only pedestrian dummy that replicates the collision kinematics of the human body

1998

2000

First-generation pedestrian dummy POLAR I

Second-generation pedestrian dummy POLAR II
With a focus on the leg area, 
number of sensors in dummy 
increased to more faithfully re-
produce human body kinemat-
ics and gather more-detailed 
data.

Human body kinematics reproduced to mitigate head injuries.

Breakdown of Traffic Fatalities in Japan by Accident Type (2008)

Total 
traffic 

fatalities:
5,155

Other 0.3%

Automobile 33.2%

Motorcycle 19.2%

Bicycle 13.9%

Pedestrian 33.4%

Source: “Traffic Statistics 2008,” Institute for Traffic Accident Research and Data Analysis 

(ITARDA)

Technological advances in third-generation pedestrian dummy POLAR III

Head Identical to POLAR II (determines skull fracture and brain trauma)

Identical to POLAR II (determines injury to cervical vertebrae)

Identical to POLAR II (determines injury to internal organs)

Connection between pelvis and pubic bone features 
flexible structure. Degree of pelvic flexing and load on 
pelvis determine whether fracture has occurred.

Femur now features flexible shafts whose bending 
moment determines whether fracture has occurred.

More-compact springs have been developed. Load 
on each ligament is measured to determine whether 
ligament damage has occurred.

Flexible shaft has been lengthened. Bending moment of 
shaft determines whether fracture has occurred.

Identical to POLAR II (replicates human body kinematics)

Neck

Chest/
abdomen

Lower 
back

Femurs

Knees

Tibias

Body

Feature
Helping protect vehicle occupants and pedestrians
Safety for Everyone
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 A long history of research in 
pedestrian injury mitigation

With the goal of enhancing safety for everyone, 
Honda has long researched pedestrian safety, intro-
ducing the HR-V featuring a pedestrian injury reduc-
tion body in 1998. The hood, hood hinges, wiper piv-
ots and front fenders of the model were designed to 
help absorb impact to the head area. With the release 
of the Civic in 2000, further technologies were added 
to mitigate pedestrian leg injuries.

 New hood technology helps mitigate 
pedestrian injuries

First implemented on the all-new Legend in Sep-
tember 2008, the pop-up hood system is Honda’s 
latest pedestrian injury mitigation technology. The 
system uses three sensors located inside the front 
bumper and a vehicle speed sensor to determine if 
an impact with a pedestrian has occurred, then sig-
nals an actuator to raise the rear portion of the hood 

approximately 10 cm. This provides a space between 
the hood and the engine and other hard components 
to reduce pedestrian head injuries.

In designing the system, Honda used its pedestrian 
dummy to study collision kinematics and determine 
the optimal hood-raising timing and clearance. Go-
ing beyond computer simulations, Honda performed 
experiments under real-world conditions to produce 
the necessary data. As a result, Honda was able to 
establish appropriate space between the hood and 
cylinder heads and combine pedestrian safety with 
ideal vehicle styling.

Pop-up Hood System
System raises hood in the event of a collision to mitigate pedestrian head injuries

Impact-absorbing hood developed

Pedestrian-injury mitigation body introduced

Development of pop-up hood system announced

Deployment of pop-up hood system (experiment with POLAR II)

Using ASV-1 (Advanced Safety Vehicle 1)

Beginning with HR-V
1998

2004

1995

Front bumper impacts leg 
area

Electronic Control Unit (ECU)

Actuator (L/R)

Bumper G-sensors 

G-sensor detects impact, 
instantly activating pop-up 
hood system

Pop-up action is complete before head area impacts hood, 
which remains in raised position

If G-sensor values exceed the set value at vehicle speeds 
of approximately 25 km/h or greater, the ECU determines 
that action is required.

The micro gas generator ignites, momentarily 
generating gas, which causes the rod to rise. The 
rod then stays in that position.

In a collision with a pedestrian, a G-sensor detects the 
acceleration when the safety plate collapses.

Bumper beam

Micro gas 
generator

Safety plate

G-sensor

Rod

Extra space between hood and 
engine helps reduce incidence 
and degree of head injuries
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Honda’s approach to safety  
(Safety technologies and driving safety)

Safety for Everyone

Honda’s work on safety is not limited to the needs of car 
drivers and motorcycle riders. Our commitment to Safety for 
Everyone extends to passengers, pedestrians, occupants of all 
vehicles, and everyone on the road. Honda will continue to de-
velop and refine its innovative technologies and work to equip 
our automobiles and motorcycles with the most advanced, ef-
fective safety technologies. We strive to take care of all those 
who share the roads in our mobile societies.

Safety technology and education

Aiming for Safety for Everyone, Honda is tackling safety is-
sues from both product and educational perspectives. We’re 
working to ensure that our vehicles deliver the best possible 
safety performance. We’re also promoting safe driving skills 
and awareness among our customers and society at large. 
Honda has always been in the vanguard of safety, leveraging 
original intelligent systems to bring active safety technologies 
to market.

Honda was the first automaker in Japan to introduce many 
of the safety technologies used in today’s cars, including three-
point seat belts, the Anti-lock Brake System (ABS), SRS airbag 
system, Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) and Collision Mitigation 
Brake System (CMBS).

Honda has always been a leader in developing both active 
and passive safety technologies, including car bodies designed 
to enhance occupant and pedestrian safety. As a leading mo-

torcycle manufacturer, Honda has taken the initiative in intro-
ducing motorcycle airbag systems, the Combi Brake System 
(front-rear braking force distribution system), Combined ABS 
(front-rear braking force distribution ABS) and other advanced 
braking systems.

Since the establishment of the Driving Safety Promotion Cen-
ter in 1970, Honda has continued to be proactive in the promo-
tion of traffic safety education. We have a strong track record in 
traffic safety education.

We will continue to pursue both product safety and traffic 
safety education, leveraging the synergistic benefits of both to 
contribute to a safer mobility society.

Developing safety technology

The fundamentals of safety 
technology development

  Setting ambitious targets: 
 developing advanced safety technology

Various safety standards for automobiles and motorcycles 
are in force worldwide. Proactively complying with the laws 
and regulations of each country and region and aiming to meet 
its own even higher standards, Honda strives continuously to 
enhance the safety performance of its products.

Honda believes that safety is a prerequisite of mobility. 
We’re setting ambitious targets in the ongoing development 
of our advanced safety technology, optimizing the safety per-
formance of all our products.

Honda’s approach to safety 

Safety technology

Optimizing safety performance Promoting safe driving skills and awareness

ACTIVE SAFETY
• Accident prevention technology
• Hazard avoidance technology

PRE-CRASH SAFETY

PASSIVE SAFETY
• Injury minimization technology
• Post-accident technology

• Trainers: Training driving safety trainers

• Opportunities:  Making experiential training 
equipment available 

• Knowledge:  Creating programs and teaching 
materials; fostering expertise

Education

WEB
http://world.honda.com/safety
For more information on Honda safety, seeQuality and SafetyI

Chapter
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 Passive safety

Passive safety is focused on minimizing the injuries and dam-
age that may occur in the event of an accident. Initiatives are 
broadly divided into injury minimization technology, which fo-
cuses on the protection of vehicle occupants and pedestrians 
at the moment of impact, and minimization of post-accident 
dangers.

 Pre-crash safety

Pre-crash safety is a new approach to automobile safety 
technology that embraces both active and passive safety. Some 
Honda pre-crash safety technologies warn drivers of an un-
avoidable collision or risk of collision, and activate brakes and 
seat belt pretensioners to help minimize injuries and vehicle 
damage.

 Pursuing safety at every stage

Working toward the objective of realizing Safety for Every-
one, Honda is developing technologies and equipment in sup-
port of everything from traffic safety training to post-accident 
emergency technology. We’re working on both active and pas-
sive safety initiatives for automobiles and motorcycles while 
also developing pre-crash safety technology for automobiles. 
With power products, our development of a wide range of 
products has been guided by our own Honda Power Products 
Safety Requirements.

 Active safety

The objective of active safety is to enhance traffic safety 
through the following measures: traffic safety education; acci-
dent prevention technology that helps the driver avoid danger-
ous situations; and hazard avoidance technology that helps the 
driver take preventive action when danger is present.

Safety technologies for motorcycles and automobiles 

ACTIVE SAFETY PASSIVE SAFETYPRE-CRASH SAFETY

M
ot
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cy

cl
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A
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PRE-CRASH SAFETY Injury minimization Post-accidentHazard avoidanceAccident preventionTraffic safety education

Riding simulator Advanced Safety 
Vehicle 4 (ASV-4) R&D

Combi Brake System 
(front-rear braking 
force distribution)

Airbag systems

Body Protector

Collision-Safety Body 
DesignCollision Mitigation 

Brake System (CMBS) 
with E-Pretensioners

Seatbelt systems

Airbag systems

Child restraint systems

Pop-up Hood System

Active Head Restraint

Collision Detection Door 
Lock Release System

Emergency call services

Dual CBS (front-
rear braking force 
distribution)

Combined ABS (front-
rear braking force 
distribution ABS)

Anti-Lock Brake System 
(ABS)

Electronic Brake Distri-
bution (EBD)

Vehicle Stability Assist 
(VSA)

Motion Adaptive EPS 
(Electric Power Steering)

Driving Safety Support 
Systems (DSSS) R&D

Visibility enhancement 
R&D (FACE, LONG)1

Adaptive Cruise 
Control (ACC)

Lane-Keeping Assist 
System (LKAS)

Adaptive Front 
Lighting System (AFS)

Intelligent Night Vision 
System

Multi-View Camera 
System

Advanced Safety 
Vehicle 4 (ASV-4) R&D

Driving Safety Support 
Systems (DSSS) R&D

Riding trainer 

Bicycle simulator R&D

Driving simulator

Safety Navi

1FACE: Facial Attention for Conspicuity Enhancement; LONG: Longitudinal Oriented Normative time Gap compensation　
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Developing Advanced Driver Assistance 
Systems for Japan, U.S. and Europe to 
help reduce accidents

In cooperation with a wide range of organizations, Honda 
is developing Advanced Driver Assistance Systems for Japan, 

the U.S. and Europe to help reduce traffic accidents around the 
world. Honda will continue to develop and support these ad-
vanced technologies.

The European Commission has set the target of halving road fatalities by 2010 
through the eSafety initiatives. As a member of the C2C CC, Honda is working with 
European automakers to develop vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure 
communications and information technologies for the Advanced Driver Assistance 
Systems. In a demonstration held October 22–23, 2008, in Dudenhofen, Germany, 
Honda experimental motorcycles with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems made 
their public debuts.

In North America, Honda is participating in the Vehicle Infrastructure Integration 
Consortium (VIIC) and the Crash Avoidance Metrics Partnership (CAMP), which aim 
to greatly reduce traffic accidents by means of advanced communication technolo-
gies. As part of the 15th World Congress on Intelligent Transport Systems, several 
outdoor demonstrations were held on November 17–20, 2008, on a five-block sec-
tion of 11th Avenue in New York City. Honda presented publicly for the first time, an 
advanced experimental automobile featuring a safe driving assistance system with 
vehicle-to-vehicle communications functionality. The Honda display featured initia-
tives in Japan, the U.S. and Europe to develop advanced technologies that support 
safety, environmental responsibility and comfort.

Honda is a participant in ITS-Safety 2010, a public-private joint project aiming to 
establish the world’s safest traffic conditions in Japan. At a public ITS-Safety 2010 
demonstration held February 25–28, 2009, on waterfront area streets and on ex-
pressways in Tokyo, Honda demonstrated its latest Advanced Safety Vehicles, includ-
ing automobiles, motorcycles and electric scooters featuring vehicle-to-vehicle and 
vehicle-to-infrastructure communication technologies.

Senior Engineer Dr. Jens Gayko of Honda R&D Europe 
(Deutschland) GmbH answers questions from the TV crew

Technology demonstration

Honda display

Honda Advanced Safety Vehicles

CAR 2 CAR Communication Consortium (C2C CC) Demonstration 2008 Europe

Demonstration at 15th World Congress on Intelligent Transport Systems U.S.A.

Participation in ITS-Safety 2010 Public Demonstration Japan

Quality and SafetyI
Chapter
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A system that combines front and rear braking to bal-
ance braking forces, ABS has become standard equipment 
on most motorcycles. In 2008, Honda took this system to 
the next level, introducing the world’s first Electronically 
Controlled Combined ABS.

Electronic control allows for extremely high-precision 
control of hydraulic pressures and, in contrast to conven-
tional ABS, minimal vibration when activated. Electronically 
Controlled Combined ABS minimizes lever and pedal vibra-
tion, facilitating fine braking control. In addition, applica-
tion of the rear brake does not result in immediate front 
brake activation unless rear-wheel lock-up is sensed, al-
lowing an experienced rider to use the rear brake like a 
traditional non-linked unit for outstanding control during 
spirited riding, such as on winding roads.

With Electronically Controlled Combined ABS, the exist-
ing brake parts are used as is, and only vehicle speed sen-
sors are mounted on the suspension. The rest of the system 
fits neatly in the center of the vehicle body. With its simple 
layout, Electronically Controlled Combined ABS is designed 
to optimize the riding performance of super sport bikes.

In a survey asking drivers what driving situations they 
found most challenging, 44 percent of respondents said 
parking caused them difficulty, and 20 percent had prob-
lems with oncoming traffic in narrow streets. In 2008, to 
assist in such difficult situations, Honda implemented a 
new active safety technology on the Odyssey: the multi-
view camera system.

Featuring four fisheye CCD cameras located in the front 
and rear of the vehicle and on the right and left door mir-
rors, the system synthesizes the four images in combination 
with real-time speed and steering angle data. The system 
outputs an overhead view, which displays the vehicle from 
above, and a front lateral view, enhancing lateral visibility 
with an 180-degree view. For extra convenience, the system 
offers a parking assistance function and a simple interface 
for switching between views.

With technologies like the multi-view camera system, 
Honda is striving to provide all drivers enhanced safety and 
convenience.

Supports the driver during parallel or garage parking.

Helps reduce blind spots in front and on sides during driving in 
three-way intersections and on narrow roads with tight turns.

Helps the driver steer to the edge of the road and 
avoid contact where space is restricted.

Super sport bike with world’s first Electronically Controlled Combined ABS

World’s first Electronically Controlled 
Combined ABS for super sport bikes

New multi-view camera system 
with 180° fisheye lens CCD offers 
360° view of surroundings

Parking 
support

World’s first 
Electronically Controlled 

Combined ABS for  
super sport bikes

Visibility 
support

Narrow space 
driving support

FY2009 initiatives
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Fundamental approach to traffic safety 
education

Focusing on hands-on driving safety education

Striving to make mobility safer and more comfortable, Honda 
is engaged in initiatives to pass on safety education from per-
son to person, and in hands-on safety education that gives the 
learner the opportunity to experience danger in safety. Honda 

focuses on helping the learner with driver and rider safety edu-
cation. As mobility society evolves and customers’ needs grow 
more diverse, Honda is committed to broadening and strength-
ening its educational initiatives to help all those who share the 
roads in our mobile societies.

In FY2009, Honda worked to further strengthen its regional 
educational offerings, starting new initiatives at selected driv-
ing schools and Honda facilities across Japan.
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Dealer-
ships

Traffic Education Centers

Honda facilities, Group companies

Regional initiatives

Industry initiatives

Global 
affiliates

Automobile

Motorcycle

Certified 
Rainbow Dealer

• Safety advice at dealerships
• Safety seminars
• Driving schools
• Local traffic safety organizations

• Safety Coordinators
• Chief Safety Coordinators

• Riding Advisors
• Sports riding schools instructors

• Monpal safe operation instructors
• Monpal safe operation trainers

• Traffic Education Center instructors

• Instructors at Honda facilities
• Honda first aid senior instructors
• Honda first aid instructors

• Teachers and staff of schools
• Traffic safety trainers
• Driving Safety Promotion Center instructors

• Instructors at dealerships

• Traffic Education Center instructors

• Safety advice at dealerships
• Riding schools
• Local traffic safety organizations

• Safety advice at dealerships

• Training for drivers and instructors
• Training for motorcycle and automobile 

dealership associates
• Riding, driving training courses 
• Training using Riding Simulators, Driving Simulators 
• Trainer exchanges and events, competitions 

to foster skill improvement

• Special training programs for various age groups

• Driving/riding safety training for associates 
• Honda first aid

• Development of learning materials
• Trainer education
• Educational programs
• Traffic safety classrooms held in 

kindergartens and elementary schools
• Local parent-child traffic safety classrooms
• Local traffic safety initiatives

• Traffic safety campaigns
• Development of traffic safety learning programs
• Collaboration on trainer education

• Advice at dealership
• Driving training courses
• Riding training courses
• Cooperation with local traffic safety initiatives

• Trainer education
• Training for motorcycle and automobile 

dealership associates
• Riding, driving training courses
• Training using Riding Simulators, Driving Simulators
• Cooperation with local traffic safety initiatives
• Courses for license seekers
• Trainer exchanges and events, competitions 

to foster skill enhancement

Certified Safety 
Support Dealer

Power Products

Dealerships  
(automobile, motorcycle)

Traffic Education Centers

Traffic safety initiatives overview 

Quality and SafetyI
Chapter
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FY2009 initiatives

Honda has been implementing local safe driving and rid-
ing educational initiatives for people of all ages in com-
munities throughout Japan that host Honda factories, R&D 
centers and affiliated companies. One such initiative began 
in Kyushu, Japan in 2008. Four specialist associates at the 
Kumamoto Factory support the Yurinkai Group, consisting 
of 38 Honda affiliates in Kyushu, and in July helped train 
18 safety instructors at participating companies. On July 
12, putting these resources to work, Honda held a parent-
child bicycle safety course in 
Hitoyoshi, Kumamoto Pre-
fecture.

Throughout Japan, Honda is proactively engaged in safe-
ty education. Starting in 2008, Honda is teaming up with 
leading driving schools to take local safety education to 
the next level. Today, Honda is helping 18 schools offering 
programs and educational materials while also providing 
training to the schools’ instructors.

The Aomori Motor School in Aomori Prefecture is using 
Honda’s Bicycle Simulator to provide traffic safety educa-
tion to high school students. Students experience simulated 
riding while texting and using an umbrella, helping them 
understand the dangers of 
these behaviors.

Since 1972, Honda has been engaged in safe driving ed-
ucational initiatives worldwide and currently offers courses 
in Japan and 33 other countries. Dealer-based safety pro-
grams and courses offered at dedicated Traffic Education 
Centers are two important initiatives.

In FY2009, Honda opened new Traffic Education Centers 
in the Philippines, Hungary and Australia, bringing the to-
tal number of dedicated Honda educational traffic safety 
facilities to 19 (including those in Japan). At the Center in 
the Philippines, Honda offers programs both for persons 
working toward a license and persons currently licensed. 

The Center in Hungary, Honda’s first in Central Europe, of-
fers safe riding programs that help customers learn the joy 
of motorcycle riding. Providing education to local license 
holders and local company employees, Honda’s third Traf-
fic Education Center in Australia is located in Brisbane, the 
capital of the state of Queensland and Australia’s largest 
motorcycle market.

Since April 2008 in China, Honda has offered traffic safe-
ty education classes to elementary school students from 
two schools based on programs successfully implemented 
in Japan.

Traffic Education Center in AustraliaTraffic Education Center in Hungary

Parent-child riding school at 2008 Saga 
International Balloon Festival

Traffic Education Center in Philippines

Bicycle Simulator at Honda traffic safety 
school

A new community initiative 
begins in Kyushu, Japan

Implementing traffic safety educational initiatives worldwide

Teaming up with local driving 
schools to teach safety classes
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Insisting on quality

Aiming for 120% product quality

“We have to aim for 120% product quality. If 99% of the 
products we make are perfect, that would seem like a pretty 
good record. However, the customers who become the owners 
of the remaining 1% will surely consider their products 100% 
defective. It is unacceptable that even one customer in a thou-
sand—even one customer in ten thousand—should receive a 
defective product. That’s why we have to aim for 120%.” When 
founder Soichiro Honda said this he defined the company’s fun-
damental approach to quality: what it means to strive to be a 
company society wants to exist. Determined to meet or exceed 
the expectations of customers, Honda is taking new initiatives 
to reach ever-higher product quality standards. That is who we 
are.

To strengthen customer trust by offering products founded in 
safety and offering a new level of outstanding quality, Honda 
has created a quality cycle that continuously enhances qual-
ity at every stage: design, development, production, sales and 
after-sales service.

Implementing the Global Honda 
Quality Standard in all operations

As Honda’s production and parts and materials sourcing ex-
pand globally, a global quality assurance standard is essential 
to ensuring that all Honda facilities continue to support 120% 
product quality.

Based on ISO 9001 and ISO/TS 16949, in which Honda 
facilities in Japan and around the world have been or are to 
be certified, the Global Honda Quality Standard (G-HQS) was 
established in April 2005 to communicate the considerable 
knowledge Honda has gathered in producing quality products 
and help prevent issues from recurring.

A set of rules intended for use in every region of the world 
to help enhance the quality of Honda products, G-HQS allows a 
Honda facility to create appropriate quality assurance structures 
and procedures, at the same time positioning itself to attain ISO 
certification. As of March 2009, 39 out of 41 Honda production 
facilities around the world have attained ISO certification, and 
the two remaining facilities—both new—are engaged in the 
certification process.

Honda production facilities around the world are working 
constantly to harmonize their products, services and logistics 
to the Global Honda Quality Standard, taking care to prevent 
any recurrence of known issues and to deliver products of the 
highest possible quality to customers.

Honda Quality Standard initiatives for delivering new levels of enhanced quality 

Design and development Production preparation

Production

Sales and after-sales service

Collection of quality-related 
data; consolidated analysis and 
quality enhancement measures

• Before delivery to customers, vehicles are inspected 
and prepared by the dealership.

• Inquires from customers are carefully addressed by the dealership.
• Customer inquiries are welcomed on Honda websites.

• Parts and finished vehicles 
are inspected; then steps are 
taken to assure no damage 
occurs during transport.

• Quality is assured for each 
production stage through an 
optimized process design and 
a process reliability inspection 
as prescribed in manufacturing 
quality specifications.

• Customer needs are 
ascertained, expertise in design 
and manufacturing expertise is 
assessed and drawings of parts 
and the vehicle are produced.

• Quality-related data from 
customers and markets worldwide 
is collected and analyzed and 
quality enhancement measures 
promptly implemented.

Global expansion 
in accordance 
with G-HQS

Quality and SafetyI
Chapter
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FY2009 initiatives

Honda established the Best Quality initiative to involve all 
Honda associates worldwide in establishing a new level of 
outstanding quality. Begun in Japan and North America in 
1990, by FY2004 this initiative had become established in 
all six of Honda’s regions, including South America, Europe/
Middle East/Africa, Asia/Oceania and China.

In FY1992, to help accelerate worldwide implementa-
tion, Honda established the Best Quality Award. Every year, 
Honda quality executives visit facilities in Japan, performing 
inspections and conferring the Best Quality Special Execu-
tive Award. Outside Japan, the person in charge at each fa-
cility establishes award conditions and confers the honor.

Every year since FY2005 in Japan, Honda has also offered 
the Best Quality Grand Prize Theme Awards.

In FY2009, initiatives implemented in 28 facilities in Ja-
pan and around the world were voted upon and awards 
were conferred: 80 for Japan, 19 for North America, 9 for 
South America, 14 for Europe/Middle East/Africa, 16 for 
Asia/Oceania, 14 for China and 152 in total.

Quality-assurance initiatives implement-
ed for a new level of enhanced quality

Rigorous implementation in both 
design and manufacturing

Honda’s system of quality assurance stands out for its 
thorough implementation in every phase of both design and 
manufacturing. The foundation of this system is Honda’s quali-
ty-assurance database, which contains quality-related data re-
flecting expertise in design and manufacturing that Honda has 
established over many years. Associates in design departments 
use this database to create a Design Concept Description1 and 
then the design itself, working to assure quality from the draw-
ing stage onward.

In manufacturing facilities, fulfilling the design associ-
ates’ intentions, associates thoroughly complete and follow 
the Manufacturing Quality Standard2 and the Process Quality 
Control Table. Manufacturing associates maintain the Process 
Reliability Inspection3 to establish processes that need to be 
consistently maintained going forward, helping to assure qual-
ity in each process.

Honda’s process of creating new levels of enhanced quality

Customer satisfaction

A new level of outstanding quality

Quality assurance at 
drawing stage

Quality assurance in  
each process

Design requirements and expertise Manufacturing technology expertise

ManufacturingDesign and development

Sharing opinions Presentation

1 The Design Concept Description is a set of rules by which design associates, before creating draw-
ings, communicate the concept behind the function, performance and quality aspects of the product 
to associates in manufacturing and purchasing.

2 The Manufacturing Quality Standard helps prevent issues in new structures by establishing quality 
standards in advance for the parts, processes and labor inputs required in production.

3 The Process Reliability Inspection is a quality enhancement tool that assesses each part, process and 
labor input for a given product to help confirm that processes are consistent and reliable and that 
no quality issues will arise during manufacturing.

All-Honda Best Quality initiative
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